February 14, 2019

Meeting of the City of Two Harbors Public Works Committee held on Thursday, February 14, 2019, in the Conference Room at City Hall.

Members present:
Craig Jussila
Robin Glaser
Miles Woodruff
Dan Walker
Jim Gilbert
Blake Prince

Guests:
Jenna Udenberg
One other (forgot the name)

New business- Handicap accessibility in Two Harbors

We met with Jenna Udenberg to discuss the different difficulties handicapped people face in Two Harbors. Possible tours of Two Harbors city facilities are in the future. Councilor Woodruff will be meeting up with Jenna in March to go over the CIP projects to see if there is anything we can adjust or get ahead of. The ADA requirements are the minimum, and things can still be difficult with the bare minimum. Most people don't think of all the steps and actions required for a handicapped person just to go out for dinner or an errand, let alone plan a vacation. Two Harbors wants to be a welcoming community to people, and thoughtful of ways to make life easier, and more enjoyable for everyone. It was an eye opening meeting considering most of us don't think of many of the difficulties faced by people that may be in wheelchairs, blind, deaf, and other factors.

We look forward to working closely with Jenna to work on making our community a better place.

Adjourn at 6:00pm